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Introduction

 Poor sleep quality = risk factor for the development of 

amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) and Alzheimer’s 

Disease (AD)

 aMCI is accompanied by a characteristic pattern of 

bilateral brain atrophy involving the hippocampi, amygdala, 

posterior cingulate, and superior parietal cortex1

Sleep quality-related atrophy has been shown to be 

cortically diffuse2, but has never been evaluated in the 

context of aMCI, in cognitively normal subjects.

1. Nickl-Jockschat T, et al.  Neuroanatomic changes and their association with 

cognitive decline in mild cognitive impairment: a meta-analysis. Brain Struct Funct.  

2012;217(1):115–125.

2. Lim AS, et al.  Regional neocortical gray matter structure and sleep fragmentation 

in older adults. Sleep.  2016;39(1):227–235.



31 Normal 

sleepers (PSQI<5)

38 Poor sleepers 

(PSQI≥5)
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Objective: 
to determine how 

sleep quality-impacts 

aMCI vulnerable 

regions in cognitively 

normal elderly 

individuals..

Or

Are cognitively 

normal individuals 

effected by poor 

sleep quality ?

74 Subjects (23 

male, 51 female)

69 Subjects 

(20 male, 49 female)

● Cognitive Testing

● Geriatric Depression Scale 

(GDS) administered

5 subjects 

excluded 

(GDS > 9)

● Pittsburgh Sleep Quality 

Index (PSQI) Administered

Structural MRI and Freesurfer brain parcellation 

used to measure aMCI-related regions

Methods
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Results
Cortical volume analysis
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Results
Cortical thickness analysis
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Results
Effect of sleep duration on hippocampal volume
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Results
Additional observations

• Increased incidence of nocturnal awakenings are 

correlated with bilateral decreases in hippocampal 

volume

• increased daytime sleepiness is correlated with atrophy 

of the left lateral orbitofrontal cortex

• Sleep latency, difficulties in breathing during sleep, and 

snoring did not correlate significantly with any of the 

ROIs analyzed. 

(i.e., when we snore we still sleep, but we may negatively 

effect the sleep quality of a nearby sleeper)
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Limitations

Measures of sleep quality are subjective

Subjects were not assessed for a diagnosis 

of insomnia and/or sleep apnea

Potential mechanism

Shorter sleep duration has been previously tied to higher 

cortical amyloid burden. Thus, sleep has been proposed 

as a mechanism for β amyloid clearance

The observed relationship between sleep duration and 

brain volumes supports a role for sleep in modulating 

aMCI susceptible brain regions.
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Why removal of toxins from the brain is faster in 

Supine? 

Higher CSF stroke volume better mixing of toxins in the CSF

Alperin et al. J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2005;22:591–596


